Citxw Nlaka'pamux Assembly - Fish
Distribution Registration Oct-2021
The Citxw Nlaka'pamux Assembly has purchased frozen fish from Alaska for distribution to our members, each fish fillet is
vacuum sealed and frozen. The fish has been purchased to address the short term food scarcity issues for our community
members.
Please complete the required sections of the following registration form in order to receive your households allotted
number of fish.
Only registered band members of the eight participating bands are eligible for receiving the fish distribution, ensure you
identify which band you are registered with below in order to be eligible.
A posters with the pick up dates and locations will be distributed to our members and posted on our various social media
platforms.
We are projecting for the 1st week of November, 2021, see exact dates on the attached poster.
PLEASE NOTE: Each registered band member will receive 11 sides of frozen Sockeye Salmon. (Ex. if there are 4 registered
band members residing in your household you would be receiving [4X11] 44 sides of fish)

* Required

Disclaimer:
I confirm the information submitted on this form is accurate and true to the best of my knowledge.
I acknowledge and verify that I am a registered band member of the following eight First Nations bands: Ashcroft Indian Band,
Boston Bar First Nation, Coldwater Indian Band, Cook's Ferry Indian Band, Nicomen Indian Band, Nooaitch Indian Band, Shackan
Indian Band, Siska Indian Band.
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1. Identify which of the eight CNA participating bands you are registered with below: *
Ashcroft Indian Band
Boston Bar First Nation
Coldwater Indian Band
Cook's Ferry Indian Band
Nicomen Indian Band
Nooaitch Indian Band
Shackan Indian Band
Siska Indian Band

2. Status Number: *

3. Indicate whether you currently reside on/off reserve by indicating below: *
On-Reserve
Off-Reserve

4. Do you have barriers to picking up your fish?
(ex: no transportation, this can qualify you to have your fish delivered to your homes that are located on
one of the eight reserves, around each of the eight reserves or around the Merritt area.)
*
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No barriers, I will pick up
Yes, I need alternative options

5. If you answered yes to question 4 please contact your registered band to arrange to collect your fish.

6. First Name *

7. Last Name *

8. Phone Number *

9. Email address:
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10. Please list additional names and status numbers below of all registered band members of the
participating bands (CNA Members) that are residing in your household (this will be confirmed with each
band's member registration clerk) *

11. If you would like someone else to pick up your fish on your behalf please add their contact details
below.
By providing their name you are authorizing that person to pick up your allotted fish. Enter their Name,
Phone and email address below.
The CNA will be contacting the registrant in order to confirm this request.
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